Microfilm for
Maximum Quality
A new way of obtaining the ultimate in definition from 35-mm film
By RUFUS DIAMOND
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Micro-Neg and Tetenal Neofin
Blue-a double-barrelled combination
that will give you the ultimate in 35-mm
negative quality. If you want to make
wall-sized enlargements from those
24 X 36-mm negatives, if you are willing
to use care in exposure and development, this combination is absolutely
unbeatable.
If you don' t have a telephoto lens,
and you habitually blow up minute
portions of your negatives, Micro-Neg
will give you those indistinguishablefrom-a-tele results. Don' t quote me,
but an enlargement from the centre of
a Micro-Neg negative using the standard
camera lens will be indistinguishable
from the results using a medium telephoto on one of the medium speed
"general purpose" films.
The Micro-Neg/ Neofin-Blue technique is not something for the beginner
to try as soon as he has purchased a new
camera. It is a technique that is
capable of giving the best possible
results from the best possible camera
equipment, results which are limited not
by the film but by the camera optics.
On the other hand it is also a technique
which is capable of giving horrible
results- or no results at all- if you
misuse it. As the mountaineer said, the
higher you climb, the further and harder
you fall; but once you get to your goal,
the view is wonderful.
ILFORD

This is an enlargementfrom the centre of the
negative shown in the contact print in the
corner. The definition in the original print is
excellent , even the rope hanging from the
flagpole being clearly defined.
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Practical Photography

The Film-Micro-Neg Pan
MICRO-NEG PAN is produced by Ilford for only one purpose, microfilming documents. For this purpose a film with superb definition and no visible grain is
required, the speed is relatively unimportant. A high contrast emulsion is also
required since the documents to be copied are normally line drawings or printed
matter.
But through the use of the proper developer, Micro-Neg is capable of giving
this superb quality on normal outdoor and indoor subjects. Contrast? ,You will
get top quality, grain less prints on normal contrast paper. And the speed? It's
nothing compared to HPS, but the man accustomed to working with colour
films will feel right at home.
It has been accepted that thin emulsion films give the best results, and Micro-Neg
is the thinnest of the thin. It has an emulsion only 7.25 microns thick (a micron is
l / JOOO of a millimeter). The emulsion thicknesses of other Ilford 35-mm emulsions
are, as a comparison; Pan F, 10 microns; FP3 series II, 9.5 microns; HP3,
10.5 microns; and HP3, 15.5 microns.
Micro-Neg Pan is, as the name implies, fully panchromatic and it is only
because of its very high inherent contrast that it was formerly not thought suitable
for use in outdoor photography. Also, previously it was not necessary, the lenses
and cameras used in 35-mm photography were simply not good enough to make
anything but the standard amateur films worth using. The top quality lenses of
today are all capable of giving better definition than films, so that up to now
photographers have been shackled. But with Micro-Neg this is no longer true,
for it is a film which matches and even beats the quality of the best lenses of today.
Micro-Neg Pan, being a special purpose emulsion, is not available off your
dealers shelf in factory loaded cassettes. It is· available only in 101 ft. rolls. The
price is £2 7s. 2d. per roll, but since it is intended for professional use, Micro-Neg
is not subject to purchase tax. Although your dealer may not have it in stock,
he can order it and have it for you within a few days.

The Developer-Neofin Blue
THE developer that tames Micro-Neg and converts· it into a normal contrast
emulsion is Neofin Blue, a product of Tetenal Photowerke of Hamburg. The
developer is based on the researches of Willi Beutler, the man who first drew
attention to the superb results obtainable with thin emulsion films and compensating developers.
Compensating developers have the ability of taking very slow and contrasty
emulsions and boosting the speed, while cutting the contrast. This is achieved by
carefully formulating the developer so that it rapidly exhausts itself in the highlight
areas, while continuing to build up density in the shadow areas. Highlight
exhaustion is brought about by making the developer very dilute. At the same
time, in order to ensure adequate shadow detail and contrast, extra alkalinity is
added to the developer so that it will continue development in the shadow areas.
Neofin Blue was formulated to work with fairly high contrast emulsions such
as Adox KB 14 and llford Pan F. But compared to Micro-Neg, these emulsions
are flat as pancakes. But the versatility of Neofin makes it possible to accommodate Micro-Neg by the simple expedient of increasing the dilution and the
development time. Instead of one 30 c.c. ampule with 500 c.c. of water, it is
diluted to 700 c.c. or JOOO c.c.
Neofin Blue is sold in boxes of five 30 c.c. ampules, the price being JOs . 6d.
per pack. The importers are Luminos Ltd. , 1 Belsize Crescent, Hampstead ,
London, N .W.3 .

Photo Dealers!- Stand by for trouble
unless you can get supplies of Ilford
Micro-Neg fi lm fast! Every time
PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY Magazine
does a "How-to-do-it" we cause you
trouble. This time we give you fair
warning that there will be a new
demand for both Micro-Neg fi lm and
Neofin Blue developer.

When xou go inro your dealer for Micro-Neg
you won't find it in standard 36 exposure
casselles ready for loading into your camera.
You'll have to do the loading yourself; from
101 fr. bulk rolls. This is due simply to the
fact that Micro-Neg has never before been
considered suitable for amateur use.

The Equipment
THERE is only one type of equipment suitable for use with this combination of
llford Micro-Neg and Tetenal Neofin Blue-the best. Your camera must be
capable of giving better definition than the standard films intended for amateurs,
if not, stick to them. What is the point of using a film that is capable of resolving
well over 100 lines per millimeter when your camera lens can resolve less than
half that? None. The same situation holds true with enlargers, for no negative
is· better than your enlarging lens. But if your camera is top quality, your enlarger
the .same, then this is .the technique that will make you able to face the large size
plate cameras without flinching.
June, 1960

Neofin Blue is based on experiments conducted by the famous German originator
of the modern theory of high acutance,
Willi Beutler. Previously photographers used
a relatively fast film, and used a solvent
developer which cut both film speed, and by
dissolving away part of the image, definition.
Now the trend is to the use of slow films and
developers which are designed to increase the
effective index. Neofin Blue and Micro-Neg
is the ultimate of this trend.
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This is the sort of subject which fits M icro-Neg lik e a glove . .Fine
detail abounds and normaffy this type of photograph. is taken with a
large plate camera, but through. the use of Micro-Neg and Neofin Blue
the 35-mm camera is now ready to compete.

How to get the best from Micro-Neg Film
CORRECT CAMERA TECHNIQUE
Micro-Neg and Neofin Blue make it
possible for you to end worrying about
grain and film resolution fo r ever. But
let's face it, it is slow compared to the
films that most amateurs are accustomed to use, and unless you take care
in using your camera you will erase
the advantages inherent in the film.
Going on the assumption, I hope
justified, that your camera is in top
operating order, it still remains impor22

tant that each photograph be very
carefully focused , and the shutter
released in such a way as to avoid
camera shake. To get the best results
from the Micro-Neg/ Neofin Blue technique you must focus exactly on your
principal subject, no hoping that depth.of-field will cover focusing errors.
Regardless of how much depth of field
you have, objects are sharpest on the
exact plane you have focused on . If
your camera has a coupled rangefinder,

use it for every shot. If it does not,
pick up an accessory rangefinder and
use that consistently. Regardless of
what aperture you are actually using;
tr-ain yourself to think in terms of
apertures such as / /2 where depth-offield is very limited and focusing must
be on the button . Once you have got
away from the " depth-of-field will see
me through" attitude, your pictures will
be sharp enough to make the use of
Micro-Neg worth while.
Practical Pho tography

This picture proves that
Micro-Neg is not limited
to fiat , front-lit scenes.
Exposure here was a
compromise between the
shadow and highlight
areas, opening up one
and a half stops from the
reading obtained by the
use of an incident light
exposure meter. Detail
is reproduced in both
shado w and highlight
areas. Th e exposure was
1/25 sec. at f/4.5- the
incident light meter indica1ed I / 50 sec. at
f/5. 6.

Enough has been said about camera
shake to fill several libraries, so lets not
waste valuable space about it here.
But do remember that you will be using
shutter speeds of 1/25th and I /50th sec.
with Micro-Neg, and' unless you take
care in releasing your shutter you are
likely to get camera shake which will
completely negate the benefits accruing
from this wonderful film. For absolute
steadiness there is nothing like a good
tripod. But if you don't have one with
you, the next best thing is to brace the
camera against a tree, wall, or in fact
anything solid. If you are to brace the
camera, brace yourself.
June, 1960

This may seem like a great deal of
ritual just to take a picture. But remember that the use of Micro-Neg and
Neofin Blue is not for the man who is
happy to get post cards and half-plate
prints from his 35-mm negative, it is
for the man who likes to m1ke 16 X 20
exhibition prints- and sometimes not
even from the whole negative-and for
the man who wants to make 10 X 8
prints that look as if they were contacts
from a studio camera.
HOW TQ USE MICRO-~EG
Micro-Neg Is a fully Panchromatic
film and it reproduces tones accurately
without the need for any correction

filters. Basically the use of filters is not
recommended, the film is slow enough
as it is and to have to subtract a filte r
factor from the film speed will m1ke
your job that much harder. Fortunately in all tests made, the need for
filters has never been felt. We have got
bald skies with other types of film
but never with Micro-Neg-so long
as exposure and development were
· correct. Unless development is extended
so Jong that contrast becomes impossible, the clouds and skies are reproduced very realistically with Micro-Neg
and no filter is necessary, even for
"pictorial" landscape work.
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I. Exposure

Operating with
Micro-Neg Film

e

•

IT is a basic rule of photography that the slower
the film, the thinner the emulsion, the more care
must be used in exposure. Exposure with MicroNeg is relatively critical, and the latitude limited .
Basically you must use the same care in exposure
with Micro-Neg as you would with the slow colour
films, which means that your limits range about
o ne half stop from either side of " correct" in order
to get superb quality negatives.
Now we come to what you have been waiting for,
what is the speed of Micro-Neg? With the small
latitude of Micro-Neg a speed rating cannot really
be .given without the statement that your speed
rating for this film does not necessarily coincide
with ours- or the manufacturers. Ilford, in fact,
do not give a speed rating for Micro-Neg, simply
because exposure is critical and under the conditions
for which it is designed (where lighting remains
constant from picture to picture) this can be better
determined by the us.er.
You should also determine your own speed
rating from Micro-Neg, taking into account the
variances of your exposure meter, camera shutter,
the light transmission of your lens, and your
developing technique. In our own tests, with our
equipment, we obtained a basic speed index for
exposure meters calculated according to the ASA
standards of 8 when used in bright sunshine, and
16 on dull days. This difference in speed is simply
due to the fact that while a landscape taken on a dull
or misty day will have a brightness ratio of approximately 1 to 10 (meaning that the highlights are
ten times as bright as the shadows) the same landscape taken on a summer day with the sun beating
down will have a brightness ratio of approximately
I to 100. As you want to get shadow detail, you
must obviously rate your film lower when the
lighting ratio is high .

•

Particularly desirable for scenes where there is a great deal of fine detail. The
exposure was l /50 sec. at f/5.6, giving sufficient depth-o.ffield for the purpose
intended, at the same time stopping the action.
BRIGHTNESS RATIOS and Exposure

Subject

Brightn ess
Ratio
(approx.)

Factors

Exposure
Factor
Multiply
Your
Exposure
by

Development
Factor
Multiply
Your
Development
by

2.0
2.0

1.7
1.5
1.2
1.0
0.8

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Misty Landscap e
Distant Views
Street Scenes
Summer Landscapes
Back-I it Sce nes
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10

20
40
100

1.5
1.0

250

0.7

How-to-do-it
To calculate your own exposure index takes one
hour, one cassette of film and one ampule of
Neofin Blue--certainly a small price to pay for
photographic perfection. Simply take an exposure
meter and camera out doors, set them up in front
of an "average" subject, and take negatives at
different exposure indexes according to your meter,
trying four, six, eight, twelve, sixteen, twenty and
twenty-four. Do this for subjects in bright sunlight
with shadows, and also for subjects on dull days
where there are no shadows to worry about. Then
take the film home, develop it, and see which
negative is best in terms of shadow detail, graininess,
•
a nd resolution.
You will find that yo ur exposures work out to be
very slightly Jess than the exposures you give for
the slow colour films such as Kodachrome and
llford Colour. But remember, Micro-Neg is very
cheap so don't skimp. If you are shooting a subject
which you want to be sure of getting a top quality
print from, bracket your exposures- either at one
stop, or if you are extra cautious, at one half stop
intervals. This will ensure that you wi ll always
get a negative that is top quality.
Practical Ph otography

Al1hough far from being in/ended for it, Micro-Neg is also
capable of being used by the photo-journalist to obtain pictures like
!his. This shot was a "jus1 10 pro ve ii can be done".

2. Development
BEFORE going any further let us make
one thing absolutely clear. Use Neofin
Blue developer and only Neofin Blue.
If you want to experiment, by all means
do so, but don 't write in telling us that
you didn 't get good results with ID- I I ,
Microdol, JD48, or any other developer.
They are good developers, but they are
not designed for this film.
Next to the time and temperature,

D eplh-of-field is imponan1 here, in 5pile of
1he aper lure off/5.6, ii is more than adequate.
Micro-Neg is not for the f/ 16, " gel it all in
sharp" school, but for people who use forns
as an arlistic tool.
Jun e, 1960
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the most critical thing in development
is agitation-even more so with Neofin
Blue which depends for the characteristics on a rapid exhaustion of developer
in the highlights, while development
continues building up density in the
shadows. This is known as a compensating developer, and it is this characteristic which allows a high contrast
film such as Micro-Neg to be used for
general photography.
In practice the best and most effective
dilution has been one ampule of Neofin
Blue to I ,OOO c.c. of water, or the
equivalent dilution of half ampule to
500 c.c. water. However if this is too
great a diJution and development times
are too long for your convenience, you
can use any of the other dilutions listed
with almost equal results. Development time is not as critical as exposure,
and extending the development does not
bring on a great increase in graininess.
Like other compensating developers,
Neofin Blue is sensitive to differences of
agitation . Bycause of the high exhaustion rate of a very dilute developer, too
little agitation will mean uneven
development. On the other hand ,
continuous agitation is also unsatis-

m:i:n.
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factory, for too much fresh developer
will be supplied to the highlight areas
of the negati ve. This defeats the compensating effects of Neofin Blue and
results in a very high contrast negative.
In your initial trials, agitate for 5 se::.
in each min. If your negatives are too
flat, do not increase development time
but agitate for 5 sec. at 30-sec. intervals
instead. If your negatives are still too
flat, then you may increase development
time.
Agitation should be by the inversion
method, that is, tilting the whole ta nk
upside down and giving it a couple
of shakes. Merely twirling the spiral
back and forth is unsatisfactory, for the
outer flanges of the spiral move faster
and cover a greater distance than the
inner ones, and so receive a greater
amount of agitation- and development.
The use of Micro Neg and Neofin
Blue is a high point in the search for
35-mm equality-equality with the larger
negative sized cameras. It is not a
general purpose technique, exposure
latitude is too limited for casual snapshooting. But it is a technique which
will give you the absolute ultimate
possible quality from a 35-mm negative.
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